The decay and interactions of the neutral X mesons are shown to provide some direct tests of the validity of the CPT theorem for weak interactions of strange particles. The value of the E& -E2 mass difFerence determined by the interference method is found to be independent of the question of CPT or CP invariance. On the other hand the evidence for hS = -AQ transitions obtained from the ratio of the leptonic decay rates of E& and E'& mesons does depend on the assumption of either CPT or CP invariance of the nonleptonic interactions. This ambiguity can be removed by an accurate determination of the charge asymmetry in the leptonic decays.
The value of the E& -E2 mass difFerence determined by the interference method is found to be independent of the question of CPT or CP invariance. On the other hand the evidence for hS = -AQ transitions obtained from the ratio of the leptonic decay rates of E& and E'& mesons does depend on the assumption of either CPT or CP invariance of the nonleptonic interactions. This ambiguity can be removed by an accurate determination of the charge asymmetry in the leptonic decays.
I. INTRODUCTION be assumed here that the only place in which a failure of CPT invariance is likely to occur is for the weak interactions, and our attention will be directed to the problem of detecting such a failure more or less directly, especially in the case of the strange particles. 
and 8' is the square of the complex mass matrix.
When CPT invariance holds we have g=o or $=1
and then Eq. (1) 
(1+ s')-'~' and that of the E2 .
.
Thus, we may write with D"'(2s) = &D&" (2s) - (8) Since only the product rsvp' appears in Eq. (8) CPT.
CP: f'=f
f'*=f' g"=g' (»c)
The leptonic decay amplitudes for the Ei and E2 are Do& (ir -e+) = (s'f+ rsg) (1+s')-'",
' The electron mode is considered here since it is better known and it involves only one amplitude in the V, A theory.
LEPTONIC MODES
The decay amplitudes for the leptonic modes' will be denoted by f, f', etc. , as follows: where 6 is the E~-E2 mass difference and t is the time after production of a Eo. Similarly, the interference term for the~+ e-P mode is proportional to ReLDo& (s+e -)Di'i*(~+e-)e-'~'j = I1+~'I ' «[(~g '+r~f') (g' r~f-')*e '" j (16) If the mass difference is known with su6icient accuracy, a measurement of each of the interference terms Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) may be used to determine (s'f+ rsg) (f rsg)*+ -(s'g'+rsf')*&g' rsf')-=(f+g)(f g)* -(f'+-g')*(f' g') - (») in the approximation of Eq. (9). According to Eq. (11) 
Here~dl 2 (~fpl) and~2 2 (6+iT's), where F& and I'2 are the total decay rates of the Ej and E2 mesons.
The time dependence of the probability for observing a A. ' interaction is therefore proportional to (24) which involves only the parameters F~, F2, and d. ' For a summary of early E meson-proton total cross sections
